Wholesale Market
Acronis Suite
Storage, Back UP and DR in one
console

Acronis Suite
Reliable cloud storage, backup and recovery solution for businesses of all sizes.
It protects a company's critical data assets with a single, efficient solution managed through a
single, intuitive console.

Service features
Assurance
Trouble ticket resolution time within
8 hr working time.

Who is it for?

The service is for all operators who manage company data assets on their own and their
customers' behalf and intend to implement safeguarding and protection policies, apply storage
and backup solutions, and comply with European directives concerning Privacy (GDPR).

Acronis Suite service description

Storage, reliable backup and recovery, and disaster recovery solutions for companies of all sizes.
Protect all your business-critical systems - physical, virtual and cloud - with a single, efficient,
enterprise-wide backup solution, managed via a single, intuitive console

Specifically developed for business environments of all sizes,
Acronis provides the best data protection and fast, flexible disaster
recovery for all systems in the environment, regardless of their
complexity.
A business grade cloud storage solution;
•A complete backup solution that supports any type of system:
virtual machines, physical servers, applications, workstations and
much more;
•A unique backup technology that acquires an entire system, physical or virtual, in one quick step;
•Ultra-rapid recovery ensures a return to operation in minutes rather than hours;
•The flexibility of data recovery allows you to restore everything from a single file to an entire
server;
•Universal Restore technology enables the entire system to be restored to any location, even on
new or different hardware;
•Multi-destination support allows you to store your data backup wherever you want (including the
Acronis cloud);
•Intelligent backup functions significantly reduce network consumption and storage costs.
•For the most demanding, a disaster recovery solution to ensure business continuity

Learn more at www.wholesale.telecomitalia.com

Acronis Suite
CREATE YOUR IDEAL BACKUP SOLUTION
Supported by Acronis AnyData™ technology,
Acronis Backup Advanced can protect any data
in any environment or location. It protects
physical Windows and Linux servers, VMware,
Hyper-V, Xen, RHEV, KVM and Oracle VM virtual
servers, as well as Microsoft Exchange, SQL,
SharePoint, and Active Directory, even if these
systems are offsite. Regardless of configuration,
Acronis Backup Advanced protects everything
you need to protect, now and always!

Simplified management
Acronis Suite allows you to manage and monitor your entire environment's backup activities through
one centralised management console, which gives you a quick overview of all your backups and thus
reduces management work.

Hardware failures are no longer a problem
Universal Restore technology enables the entire system to be restored to new or different hardware
with zero complexity. To avoid the need to locate a machine of the same model/manufacturer or
operating system, you can restore the entire disc image on any hardware with just a few clicks.
Universal Restore
Now included in all Acronis Backup products, this unique data recovery technology offers the ability
to restore backups to any machine, regardless of platform instantly. Now you can recover files,
configurations, applications or an entire system on the same hardware, on different hardware or a
virtual server, all in a few simple mouse clicks!
Disc image technology
Disc-level snapshots save complete images of a disc or volume in a single, simple pass (including
operating system, applications and data). This technology works for both physical and virtual
machines.
Centralised management
The centralised, unified dashboard allows you to manage all backup operations for physical and
virtual machines from one central location. You define and assign backup plans for one or more
machines, review status updates and receive alerts from a single console.

Learn more at www.wholesale.telecomitalia.com

Acronis Suite
Protecting business applications
Patented disc imaging technology enables continuous backups of running applications. Microsoft
Exchange, SQL Server, SharePoint and Active Directory data can then be backed up at any time.
Granular element recovery avoids disconnecting systems, eliminating costly downtime for the
business.
Compression and deduplication
It reduces costs and data movement, efficiently utilises network and storage infrastructure with
source and destination deduplication and compression functions.
Multiple backup destinations
It stores backups in up to five different locations, locally and in the cloud, for more flexible and
reliable recovery. Combine local disks, connected storage resources, tape, network storage and/or
cloud locations to reduce storage costs and take advantage of multiple disaster recovery options.
Acronis Backup to Cloud
Acronis Backup Advanced provides access to secure offsite storage in the Acronis cloud. Simply add
a subscription to your purchase to strengthen your backup plan and adopt hybrid data protection,
on-premises and in the cloud.

Purchase
If you want to buy the service for yourself or become a reseller:
• access the WholesaleDigitalStore site
• fill in the form online
If you are already our customer, you can easily purchase the service by accessing the Wholesale
Cloud Automation platform.

Learn more at www.wholesale.telecomitalia.com
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